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QUESTION 1

What is the BEST method to create a backup of bad input data? 

A. Use a REJECT function. 

B. Map errors to an output card. 

C. Enable backup OnError in the map settings. 

D. Enable backup OnError on each card needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A application developer is trying to build a map rule, but cannot get the syntax right. What is the next troubleshooting
step? 

A. Comment out parts of the rule until it\\'s valid. 

B. Try another function, which may work just as well. 

C. Change the map build settings to ignore syntax errors. 

D. Hard code the expected output value into the rule as a workaround. 

E. Run the map rule through the syntax checker wizard in Design Studio. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the difference between the INT function and the ROUND function? The INT function always discards the
decimal, and the ROUND function: 

A. rounds up and then always discards the decimal. 

B. rounds up or down and then always discards decimal places. 

C. rounds up or down to the number of decimal places specified. 

D. discards unwanted decimal places and then rounds up or down. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A map has 10 input cards and 5 output cards. The map fails with the message: One or more inputs was invalid What is
the next step to take to determine the cause of the error? 

A. Run a rules trace. 

B. Run a summary content trace. 

C. Enable backup on the input cards. 

D. Add Restart attributes to the input type trees. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which Design Studio function CANNOT be completed using command line utilities? 

A. Export type trees and maps. 

B. Compile maps for the z/OS platform. 

C. Logical and Structural analysis of type trees. 

D. Create a type tree using the text file importer. 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 6

An application developer is creating a map to produce a report which will include literal text concatenated with a numeric
item named TotalCount. Which map rule should the developer use to produce the following line of their report if
TotalCount = 2541? The totals are 2,541! 

A. ="The totals are " + NUMBERTOTEXT (TotalCount) + "!" 

B. ="The totals are " + FROMNUMBER (TotalCount, "{#\\',\\'###}") + "!" 

C. ="The totals are " + NUMBERTOTEXT (TotalCount, "{#\\',\\'###}") + "!" 

D. ="The totals are " + CONVERTTOTEXT (TotalCount, "{#\\',\\'###}") + "!" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Complex objects in a data stream: 
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A. are binary. 

B. contain other objects. 

C. must be in a choice group. 

D. contain special characters. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

The image here shows the group view for an input type tree that defines a purchase order (PO) file: 

The component rule on the Record component: 

A. selects the last PO record. 

B. identifies the end of the PO file. 

C. counts the number of PO records. 

D. identifies the beginning of a new PO. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is an effect of adding a Restart attribute to an input type tree? 

A. The map attempts to reprocess invalid data. 

B. The map automatically resets after a map failure. 

C. Data validation stops if there are unrecognized objects. 

D. Data validation continues, even if there are unrecognized objects. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

An application developer has a file which consists of fixed length records. The first record is a header record followed by
some number of detail records. The number of detail records is expressed by a value found in the header record. How
does the developer define this type of data in WebSphere Transformation Extender? 

A. Index the input based on the count in the header record. 

B. Use a Map function to keep track of how many detail records there are. 

C. Write a custom function to store the number of detail records in the map context. 

D. Use a component rule to compare the current record to the value found in the header. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A database table is depicted here: 

Which of the following functions COULD be used to return only the text string that is found in the Part_Description
column of the database? 

A. Either DBLOOKUP or DBQUERY 

B. DBQUERY 

C. DDEQUERY 

D. DBLOOKUP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the image shown here: 
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Output card #2 creates a summary report that provides run time statistics. The Amount field in output card #2 is the total
amount of all orders in the NewSysFile. Output card #2 creates a summary report that provides run time statistics. The
Amount field in output card #2 is the total amount of all orders in the NewSysFile. Output card #2 creates a summary
report that provides run time statistics. The Amount field in output card #2 is the total amount of all orders in the
NewSysFile. 

Which of the following is the MOST EFFECIENT map rule for the Amount field in output card #2? 

A. =TotalAmount Field:NewSysFileA.=TotalAmount Field:NewSysFile 

B. =SUM(TotalAmount Field:NewSysFile)B.=SUM(TotalAmount Field:NewSysFile) 

C. =ADD(ExtendedPrice Field:.:NewSysFile)C.=ADD(ExtendedPrice Field:.:NewSysFile) D. 
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D. =ExtendedPriceField:.:NewSysFile * No_of_Records Field:NewSysFileD.=ExtendedPriceField:.:NewSysFile *
No_of_Records Field:NewSysFile 

Correct Answer: A  
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